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Part A – Items considered in public 

A6   Approval for an Exception 
to Contractual Standing 
Orders to award an 
extension to the 
commissioning of 
mandated Substance 
Misuse Treatment and 
Recovery services in 
Bolton, Salford, and 
Trafford. 

Salford City Council - Record of Decision 

 
I Paul Dennett, City Mayor in exercise of the powers contained within the Council Constitution do hereby 
approve: 
 

 an exception to Contractual Standing Orders as permitted within the City Council Constitution and the 
award of the Contract to award an extension to the commissioning of the Substance Misuse Treatment 
and Recovery Services for Salford, Bolton and Trafford as detailed in the table below: 

 

Detail required Answers 

Title/Description of Contracted 
Service/Supply/Project 

Commissioning of the Substance Misuse Treatment 
and Recovery Services in Bolton, Salford and 

Trafford 
Name of Successful Contractor  Greater Manchester Mental Health NHS Foundation 

Trust 
Supplier Registration Number 

(to be supplied by Corporate 
Procurement) 

 

Type of organisation 

(to be supplied by Corporate 
Procurement) 

Other 

Status of Organisation 

(to be supplied by Corporate 
Procurement) 

Non-SME 
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Contract Value (£) Total contract value for 3 boroughs £8,679,877 
Salford element £3,626,631 

Contract Duration  24 months 

Contract Start Date  15/01/2023 

Contract End Date  31/03/2025 

Optional Extension Period 1 
 

Optional Extension Period 2 
 

Who will approve each Extension Period? Procurement Board (extension > £150k) 
Contact Officer (Name & number) Nicky Herne 0161 603 4171 

Lead Service Group Public Health 

How the contract was procured? 

(to be supplied by procurement) 
Open tender via the Chest 

Framework Details (where applicable) 
(procurement body, framework reference 

& title, start/ end date 
N/A 

Funding Source Revenue Budget 

Ethical Contractor (EC): Mayor’s 
Employment Charter 

 
 

EC: Committed to sign Charter  
 

EC: Accredited Living Wage Employer  

 
 
The Reasons are 

1. Salford are required to submit high level plans for how we intend to spend our additional three years 
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funding in May 2022, and more detailed plans for years two and three worked through over the next 
6-9 months with cluster and wider partners. It would be highly disruptive to our planning and 
delivery of strategy if Salford had to build in a recommissioning process into this timeframe. 
 

2. A recommissioning process would also be highly disruptive to both the service provider and service 
users (who are some of the most vulnerable people in society) at a time when we need to focus on 
working together to implement the new Drugs Strategy to meet the needs of Salford’s population 
and achieve Black’s recommendations.  
 

3. A recommissioning process would be highly disruptive to Cluster authorities – Trafford and Bolton 
as the current contract is a tri- brough cluster commission. This has the potential to destabilise the 
drug and alcohol system and service users across three boroughs in Greater Manchester.  
 

4. Performance is good and consistently above the national average. GMMH have a CQC rating of 
‘outstanding’ for its substance misuse service.  Salford continues to be a high performing drug and 
alcohol system within Greater Manchester (GM) as evidenced by the data metrics available in the 
National Drug Treatment Monitoring System (NDTMS. The Salford treatment system has the 
second highest successful treatment rate for drug users in Greater Manchester, including the best 
overall for opiate users, typically the cohort with both the lowest success rate and the highest 
lifetime cost to the health and criminal justice system. For alcohol users the Salford system also has 
the second highest successful treatment rate in Greater Manchester. It is also important to note that 
the other areas in the cluster contract (Bolton and Trafford) perform well.  Bolton historically had 
poor performance under the previous provider has made significant improvement under the Salford, 
Trafford and Bolton commission.  
 

5. Salford have been out to the market 3 times in the last 10 years and on each occasion GMMH have 
been successful provider. In 2018, GMMH was awarded the contract following a full tender 
exercise, with a detailed new specification which clearly outlined the outcomes commissioners 
expected but afforded the incoming provider the flexibility to decide how best to pursue these.  
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6. The Salford model of the lead provider with 8 sub providers is deemed innovative nationally 
providing universal harm reduction, providing both psychosocial and pharmacological support, for 
example, the provision of Naloxone to reverse effects of an opioid overdose, and thereby reduce 
drug-related deaths.  Care planning and risk stratification help to manage service user complexity in 
treatment and ensure caseloads are manageable.   

 
7. The service has evolved and sought to make continuous improvement over the term of the contract 

by forming effective partnerships with Council teams such as safeguarding, Youth Service and 
homeless prevention teams. This has strengthened existing arrangements and added value to 
Salford’s approach to managing complex individuals.  Recently, Salford Achieve have worked to 
increase support with Community Sentence Treatment requirements (CSTR) and Out of Court 
disposals.  Work with the National Probation Service has seen co-location being adopted, which 
improves partnership working and there is improved access and integration between Mental Health, 
IAPT and drug and alcohol services. The Big Life group, via their Assertive Outreach provision, 
have worked alongside Recovery Co-ordinators to complete welfare checks and give wellbeing 
advice.  Homeless figures for Salford are minimal, which evidences the benefits of increased multi-
agency input to the existing Council approach. Early Break (Young {People’s Service) have 
established a substance misuse professionals meeting, which seeks to identify any new emerging 
trends in drug use and best practice in working with Young People with substance misuse needs.  
Early Break have also participated in street outreach with Young People, by partnering with Big Life 
and has established ongoing links with Salford schools, to promote awareness of substance 
misuse. 

 
8. In addition to the cluster providers, GMMH are also Salford’s adult mental health provider, which 

enables a more seamless provision for dual diagnosis cases and improved pathways with mental 
health services. GMMH have good working relationships with both cluster partners as well as 
commissioners enabling effective collaboration and whole-system responsiveness. 
 

9. It has been noted over the past two years, that the complexity of clients as increased along with 
levels of physical and mental co-morbidities. The advantages of GMMH as an NHS provider is their 
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ability to provide clinical oversight and joined up pathways. 
 

10. The coronavirus pandemic has resulted in Public Health and provider services focussing their 
resource to the pandemic response. The pandemic was unforeseeable and has continued to impact 
on public services and their resilience for a longer period than could have been anticipated. NHS 
providers have been particularly affected by these unforeseeable circumstances and currently are 
dealing with backlogs of activity as well as higher than normal levels of activity in some areas. 
Whilst covid rates have decreased during the summer of 2022, there is always the possibly of a 
new variant and in winter 2022 there is likely to be a surge of infections typically seen in winter such 
as RSV, bronchiolitis, parainfluenza, and rhinovirus as well as covid. At this stage, there is 
uncertainty on the rates of infections and the associated pressure on the health service.  
 
Non-NHS providers could have an advantage over NHS providers in their ability to participate fully 
within the procurement process, as NHS providers continue to respond to COVID-19 and other 
respiratory infections as well as increased demand which has resulted from the pandemic which 
continues. This could in turn affect the quality of their potential tenders and question the efficacy of 
any market engagement within this process. If NHS providers were deemed to be disadvantaged 
Salford City Council could be potentially open to a legal challenge about the procurement process 
from providers who considered themselves effected in this way.  
 

11. As we transform community mental health services and roll out Living Well across the city, meeting 
the needs of thousands more people, we know that cooccurring substance misuse and mental 
health problems will be a key presenting theme.  We have the benefit in Salford of having the same 
provider for our substance misuse services and our mental health services (GMMH) so this gives us 
a significant opportunity to create a smoother and more integrated pathway for people with 
cooccurring needs and an improved service user experience, improved engagement and improved 
outcomes for people with fewer hand offs.  Consequently, the extension of the substance misuse 
contract will allow us the time to understand this presenting need, both in scale and acuity, and 
shape our services accordingly to respond to and meet need  
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Options considered and rejected were: 

 re-tendering the service 

 whether there is adequate in-house provision  
 
Assessment of Risk 
 
High – these are mandated services which help prevent, manage, and treat drug and alcohol misuse for 
individuals and families. Not extending the contract and triggering a retendering process would affect, not 
only the current provision and all providers, but all additional funding is based on the existing services. This 
would also affect Bolton and Trafford councils as well as Bury.  
 
The source of funding is: Integrated Fund (Public Health Budget) 
 

Legal Advice Supplied by Tony Hatton 30 May 2022 

 
When commissioning contracts for the provision of goods, services or the execution of works, the Council 
must comply with the provisions of the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 (PCR) and its own Contractual 
Standing Orders (CSO’s) as set out in the Constitution, failing which the award or extension of a contract 
may be subject to legal challenge. 
 
The report recommends extending the current contract with GMMH after considering three options for the 
service delivery; to go out to competitive tender and procure a new service from January 2023, insource 
the service, or extend the current arrangements for delivery for an additional 2 years and 2 months to 31st 
March 2025. Whilst the information and data taken into account (and any business case in support) in 
considering each of the options, is not included in the paper to demonstrate and evidence that extending 
the contract is the most appropriate option, the service recommends extending the current contracting 
arrangement as a lead provider model, for the detailed reasons set out in the report.  
 
By way of comment, the benefits of going out to the open market would include (from a procurement 
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challenge perspective) mitigation and reduction of the risk of potential challenge if a fully compliant process 
is followed, possibly with mechanism for more detailed contract management (if necessary), and how 
savings may be made in service delivery being included. The carrying out of a compliant competitive 
procurement exercise would ensure that the risk of challenge to the final award of the contract to the 
selected contractor is minimal and that any challenge, should it materialise, is unlikely to be successful. It 
would also provide the added benefit that undertaking a tender exercise in this way would give comfort in 
ensuring that value for money is being obtained and tested, with open competition maintained.  
 
If the option to extend with a re-specification exercise undertaken during the extension period is considered 
more appropriate for approval, it is an established principle that an existing public contract is capable of 
being varied or modified providing any modification does not significantly affect the overall nature of the 
contract, and the parties agree. The proposed extension of the contract for substance misuse service 
would allow stability and continuity of the services pending the introduction of the provider selection regime 
under the Health and Care Bill which will (as drafted currently) afford more flexibility for commissioning 
services for health services in the future. It will also allow further time for the NHS to continue its recovery 
from the consequences of the covid-19 pandemic, as well as the uncertainly around the new arrangements 
in GM for health and care provision, which is anticipated to take effect from July 2022. Whilst not a legal 
ground for permitting contract extensions as such, they provide additional important background 
information, in the same way as the additional funding arrangements require current financial envelopes for 
substance misuse to be maintained. 
 
Having said that, the original contract term expires in January 2023, and therefore any extension would be 
outside of the original contract award and could be subject to challenge by an aggrieved provider, on the 
basis that it ought to have been put out to tender and advertised in accordance with the PCR and CSO’s as 
referred to above, subject to the Regulation 72 exemption referred to below.   
 
That risk of challenge naturally increases in tandem with the nature, value and proposed length of the 
contract (or extension), and number of providers able to meet the needs of the Council. The report 
suggests that GMMH are the most competent provider (maybe in a unique position bearing in mind the 
lead provider model and complex arrangements currently in place) capable of delivering the services for 
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the time being, as well as maintaining the integrated systems and approach shared by each of the partner 
organisations and third-party providers in the delivery of these services, which will of course reduce any 
risk of challenge. They are also described as performing very well at both local and national level, with an 
“outstanding” CQC rating, and established track record in partnership/third-party working, and whenever 
the contract has been advertised competitively, GMMH have been the successful bidder. 
 
The Council would argue that the justification to extend the current arrangement following the start of 
recovery from the pandemic without competing or advertising the requirement complies with the following 
conditions under Reg 72 of PCR:  

  
(i) the need for modification has been brought about by circumstances which a diligent contracting 

authority could not have foreseen;   

(ii) the modification does not alter the overall nature of the contract; and  

(iii) any increase in price does not exceed 50% of the value of the original contract or framework 

agreement  

 

This justification would rely on the recommendation to extend this particular contract being related to the 
COVID-19 outbreak, with potential significant impact on service delivery both for providers and service 
users of these mandated services. As the country emerges and recovers from the pandemic, reliance on 
this ground becomes more diluted, and any future reliance would be extremely difficult to establish, 
assuming the recovery continues.  
 
 
Financial Advice Supplied by: Michelle Cowley, Finance Manager May 2022 
 
The funding for this contract exception is available as part of the Public Health Grant and is also part of 
Salford’s Integrated Fund. 
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Procurement Advice Supplied by Anthony Hilton 30 May 2022  

The report makes reference to three options considered as part of the appraisal exercise, however there is 
little information or detail provided on the in-house/insource option. As part of the Council’s Innovate 
program and budget challenges over the next three years, ideally, any proposed contract extensions 
should provide details of efficiencies, revenue saving opportunities, enhanced contract management 
arrangements, service improvements, and where possible, any benchmarking that has been undertaken to 
further support a further extension period.  
 
From a Public Contract Regulations (PCR’s) perspective, Regulation 72 would be the only permissible 
route to consider any further extension period to this contract. The report highlights the impact and 
continued pressures that Covid has and may continue to have on these services in the short term. 
 
Procurement acknowledges the rationale for the proposed extension and associated funding, although any 
extension would heighten the risk of potential challenge from an aggrieved alternative provider. The value 
of the proposed extension period, whilst significant, does fall within the threshold under which the PCR’s 
allow for contract variations, however the risk of challenge still remains. 
 
 
HR Advice N/A 
 

Climate Change Implications Supplied by: Mike Hemingway April 2022 

 
The NHS is working to mitigate and adapt to the challenges of climate change both locally and at a national 
level as set out in “Delivering a ‘Net Zero’ National Health Service” 
 
 
The following documents have been used to assist the decision process: 
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 Salford Locality plan.  

 From harm to hope: A 10-year drugs plan to cut crime and save lives 
 
Contact Officer:   Nicky Herne 
Telephone number:   0161 603 4171 
 
Please delete from the bullets below any which are not relevant 
 

 The Lead Member has been consulted and is supportive of the proposed contract. 

 The appropriate Scrutiny Committee to call-in the decision is the Health and Social Care Scrutiny 
Panel 

 
 
Signed:         Paul Dennett                  Dated:           6 July 2022     
  City Mayor 
  

FOR DEMOCRATIC SERVICES USE ONLY 
 
* This decision was published on 11 July 2022. 
* This decision will come in force at 4.00 p.m. on 18 July 2022 unless it is called-in in accordance with 
the Decision-Making Process Rules. 

A7   Approval to Award the 
Contract for Peel Hall 
Primary School, Roofing 
Works. 

Salford City Council - Record of Decision 

 
I Paul Dennett, City Mayor in exercise of the powers contained within the Council Constitution do hereby 
approve: 
 

 the award of the following contract for a project approved under the school’s condition grant as detailed 
below: 
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Detail required Answers 

Partial internal refurbishment 
of the Civic centre, Swinton 

Peel Hall Primary School, Roofing 
Works 

Name of Successful 
Contractor  

Wright Build Ltd 

Supplier Registration Number 

(to be supplied by Corporate 
Procurement) 

01401191 

Type of organisation 

(to be supplied by Corporate 
Procurement) 

Private Limited Company 

Status of Organisation 

(to be supplied by Corporate 
Procurement) 

SME 

Contract Value £191,774.00 (£225,000 Full Project)  

Contract Duration                                6 weeks 

Contract Start Date  25/07/2022 

Contract End Date  03/09/2022 

Optional Extension Period 1 N/A 

Optional Extension Period 2 N/A 

Who will approve each 
Extension Period? N/A 

Contact Officer (Name & 
number) Les Woolhouse Tel 07713 786 093 
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Lead Service Group People Services 

How the contract was 
procured? 

(to be supplied by 
procurement) 

Framework Call-Off (Mini 
Competition) 

Framework Details (where 
applicable) 

(procurement body, 
framework reference & title, 

start/ end date 

Minor Building Works Framework Lot 
2 

Funding Source Capital Programme 

Ethical Contractor 
Mayor’s Employment Charter 

Committed to sign up to the Charter 
 
 

 Accredited Living Wage Employer 
Committed to become accredited 

 
 

 

 
 
The Reasons are: The works identified are planned maintenance works to the upgrading of the roofs 
identified on the school’s asset management plan. The flat roof is beyond its anticipated life span and there 
are areas where the areas of the roof are bubbling and retaining water. The school have had to undertake 
a number of patch repairs to prevent water ingress. The works are to the flat roof areas above the 
circulation corridors in the building. The works include the upgrading of the existing roof with a cold applied 
liquid membrane roofing solution with tapered insulation to achieve U values of 0.18W/m2. All works will be 
covered by a 20-year guarantee. 
 
Options considered and rejected were: None. All procedures are in accordance with normal Contractual 
Standing Orders 
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Assessment of Risk: Medium 
Failure to undertake these works would result in costly patch repairs and potential closure of parts of the 
school building. 
 
The source of funding is: Schools condition grant 2022/23 – Expenditure code: E22020 
 
Legal Advice obtained. Supplied by: The Shared Legal Service – Contact Officer and telephone number: 
Tony Hatton – Principal Solicitor tel. 0161 219 6323 
 
When commissioning contracts for the procurement of goods, services, or the execution of works, the 
Council must comply with the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 (PCR) and its own Contractual Standing 
Orders (CSO’s), failing which a contract may be subject to legal challenge from an aggrieved provider. The 
proposed award of the contract follows a tender exercise by mini competition in accordance with the Minor 
Building Works Framework Agreement Lot 2. 
 
The purpose of a framework agreement is to select through a procurement/ evaluation process a number of 
providers who can meet the service requirements of the Council, as and when those services are required. 
If they are required then the Council will undertake an exercise to call off the services from one or more of 
the providers who have been selected to be on the framework and this may be through any number of 
ways e.g. mini-competition, direct allocation etc. depending on the circumstances. A contract will then be 
formed between the Council and the chosen provider/s. 
 
The Council will need to have followed the procedure set out in the framework agreement for mini 
competition to ensure the procurement process is compliant. Two companies from the framework suppliers 
submitted a tender, and the bid has been evaluated on the most economically advantageous tender basis 
in line with published procedures resulting in the proposed award of the contract to Wright Build Ltd. The 
procurement procedures therefore appear robust and compliant with the requirements of the Council’s 
CSO’s and PCR. 
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: Submitted by: Alex Archer, Finance Manager 0498 
The works will be funded by the 2022/23 capital programme in the sum of £225,000.  (Tender costs 
£191,774 plus surveys, professional fees and associated additional costs of £33,226). 
 
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by:  The Corporate Procurement Team 
Contact officer and telephone number: Deborah Derbyshire (Category Manager – Corporate Procurement 
Team) tel. 0161 686 6244 
 
The project has been competitively tendered by means of a mini competition under the Council’s own Minor 
Building Works Framework Lot 2 which complies with the Councils Contractual Standing Orders and the 
Procurement Contract Regulations.  
 
The winning tenderer has submitted the most economically advantageous offer in line with the rules of the 
framework. 
 
HR Advice obtained; N/a 
 
Climate Change Implications: 
 
No significant Climate Change implications in this project. All projects are developed to meet or exceed 
current legislation and requirements relating to energy efficiency and carbon reduction targets. Projects are 
required to support the Council’s objectives of becoming carbon neutral by 2028.  
 
The works will be programmed to minimise the traffic impact in the area.  Any waste materials will be 
removed and taken to a transfer station for systematic sorting and recycling to ensure minimal landfill 
waste. 
  
Sustainability plans would be targeted to also align with opportunities to continue to deliver social value 
outcomes 
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The following documents have been used to assist the decision process. 
 
Report to Procurement Board dated 22nd June 2022 
 
Contact Officer: Les Woolhouse Head of Buildings and Facilities 
Telephone Number: 07713 786 093 
 
This matter is not subject to consideration by another Lead Member. 
 
The appropriate Scrutiny Committee to call-in the decision is the Growth and Prosperity Scrutiny Panel and 
the Overview and Scrutiny Board 
 
Signed:  Paul Dennett   Dated:        6 July 2022 
   City Mayor 
  

 
* This decision was published on 11 July 2022 
* This decision will come in force at 4:00pm on 18 July 2022 unless it is called-in in accordance with 
the Decision-Making Process Rules. 

 

A1    

A2    


